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What does an assessment look like?
A healthy housing assessment includes a comprehensive look at all 
areas of your home to determine potential safety hazards, including:

• Mold, moisture, condensation, musty odors, water damage

• Pests

• Trip or fall hazards

• Lighting levels and switch locations

• Accessibility to areas of the home and amenities

• Smoke detectors, CO detectors, fire extinguishers

• Safe storage of chemicals, medications, and weapons



Understanding Your Healthy Homes 
Assessment Report?

1.Purpose: Identifying hazards in your home

2.Remember: All homes have hazards

3.Action Steps: Recommendations provided

4.Feeling Overwhelmed? Let's Take it step by step

5.Definition: What's a Hazard?

6.Hazard Categories: Understanding the nature of the risk

7.Report Sections:

• Report Card

• Kudos

• Structural Hazards

• Electrical Hazards



What education and resources are 
available?

After the assessment is completed, you will receive:

• A full color-coded report on potential hazards to help with prioritization and 
mitigation

• A list of local resources and service providers 

• Educational handouts and materials on the hazards identified in the report

• With your permission, we can provide a connection with other agencies that 
may be able to assist with mitigation or resources

• Additional resources we can assist with: well testing, radon testing, lead 
testing, child-proofing checklists, fall prevention/aging at home checklists, 
hoarding questionnaire, Firewise



Example of Your Healthy Homes 
Assessment Report?



Additional Information
• At this time, we do not have grant funding to help pay for any 

potential mitigation, but we are committed to providing evidence-
based resources and agencies that can help

• Our agency will be applying for the next grant round.  If we are 
awarded the grant, we may be able to assist with some mitigation 
costs.



For more information, contact Cook 
County Public Health at 218-387-3605

Questions?


